The effects of vigabatrin on electrophysiology and visual fields in epileptics: a controlled study with a discussion of possible mechanisms.
To compare the visual electrophysiology and visual fields of patients taking vigabatrin to those of a control group of epileptics on other anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs). Fourteen epileptics treated with vigabatrin and 10 control patients treated with other AEDs underwent ERG and EOG. Goldmann visual fields were performed and analysed using standard software to measure areas contained within I4e isopters. The cone and rod b-waves of the ERG, the oscillatory potential amplitudes and Arden indices were reduced in vigabatrin-treated subjects and the oscillatory potentials delayed. The Arden indices were reduced due to an increased dark trough. The areas contained within the I4e isopter of vigabatrin treated subjects were reduced compared to the control group and these areas correlated well with oscillatory potential amplitudes and b-wave amplitudes in the vigabatrin group only. The use of vigabatrin is associated with a reduction of the ERG cone b-wave amplitude and oscillatory potentials which correlates with visual field loss. The Arden ratio is reduced in subjects taking vigabatrin but may recover after cessation. However, visual loss may persist in the presence of a recovered EOG. These findings suggest further effects of the drug than those mediated by GABA receptors, and support the contention that the cause of the field loss may be at least in part due to retinal effects. Possible mechanisms are discussed.